XT BARRIERS
EDGE PROTECTION SYSTEM

XT BARRIER PANEL - STANDARD
This galvanised welded mesh panel is manufactured from 4mm steel wire at centres not exceeding 50mm x 50mm to comply with AS/NZS 4576-1995 ‘Guidelines for Scaffolding’. Each panel features a rectangular rolled top and triangular bottom incorporating a galvanised kickplate that helps prevent objects falling through the panel bottom.

- **SIZE:** 2400mm (L) x 1000mm (H)
- **MESH:** 4mm - 50 x 50mm
- **FINISH:** Galvanised - 75 Microns

**CODE** 07-EPP240

Approved to AS1657-1992 Fixed Platform Walkways, Stairways & Ladder Design

XT BARRIER PANEL - HI-VIS
Made from the same heavy duty design as the standard panel, but also incorporates a Hi-Vis, high density polyethylene sheet fastened to the mesh with safety yellow/black marker stripes. This provides a solid barrier that can be quickly installed in almost any environment. Available in 2 sizes, the Hi-Vis XT Barrier protects from dust, debris and other site hazards while marking clear walkways and no-go areas.

- Made with U.V. stabilised material to last up to 10 years.
  *Patent Pending*

**CODE** 07-EPP240H

Customisable
Call us to find out more about our custom options.
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